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questions or problems you may have. Page 4: Safety Instructions Use extra caution when
mowing in wet, slippery conditions. Keep at least 50 feet clear of bystanders, and always turn
the machine off when someone approaches to avoid causing injury from thrown objects.
Connect the black wire by pushing the plastic connector onto the negative - terminal Figure 1.
Electric-Starting Electric-Starting models only 1. Page Stopping The Engine 3. Grasp the recoil
starter handle Figure 3 , and slowly pull until resistance is felt. Let the cord retract a little bit,
then pull the cord rapidly to start the engine. Then, return for another pass with the machine in
PTA mode. Always turn the engine off when installing or changing cutting cords. Figures 9 and
10 illustrate how the cords are installed on the line plates. It may look complicated, but once
you've done it a couple of times it's really very easy. There are two sets of installation points on
each line plate, degrees apart. Page 13 Cord Installation The standard cord installation method
is shown in Figures This is how your trimmer is shipped from the factory. Insert the ends of the
cords into the openings in the line plate, as shown in Figures 10 and There are different sized
arrows at the insertion points to indicate what size cords fit the holes. Because conditions and
vegetation vary so much, experiment with the different cord weights in order to discover what
works best for your particular mowing and trimming situations. Page Obstacles PTA function.
Please see page You can also mow wet areas such as ditches and around ponds Figure Page
Slopes The machine ejects cut material to its right, so you can use it like a lawn broom to make
windrows for easy clean-up. Page Battery Care Electric -Starting Models Only Note: Using the
recoil starter and then running the engine will not recharge a dead or significantly discharged
battery. Disconnect and reconnect the battery wires black to black and red to red and check the
wire connections at the key switch. Before performing any maintenance procedure, the engine
should be stopped and the spark plug wire disconnected. Caution: Improper installation may
cause damage to the bearings. Please follow these directions carefully. Reassemble the
components in the order shown in Figure Remove the nuts on either side of the stone guard
and drop it from the frame. Page To Remove And Replace The Belt You can access the
underside of the Trimmer without having to drain the gas and oil by tilting it back on its
handlebar. Use only DR Belts for replacement parts. Do not use hardware store variety belts.
Page 25 5. Loosen idler pulleys 1 and 2 Figure Remove the bracket from idler pulley 1 in order to
remove the belt. Remove the belt. Install the new belt. Page Cable To Adjust the Belt Tension
through the Trimmer Control Cable If the trimmer head stops spinning when the bail bar is
engaged and the machine is operating under a heavy load, the belt may be too loose and the
trimmer control cable may need to be adjusted to put more tension on it. If not, do so. Page 29
Check the operating tips in the section on breaking cords above. The DR is designed to cut
green material up to about the thickness of a pencil. GAS: Fill the gas tank with clean, fresh,
unleaded gas. OIL: Check the oil level with the dipstick and add more if necessary only add oil
to the level indicated on the dipstickâ€”do not overfill. Print page 1 Print document 36 pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. Related Manuals for dr trimmer mower Pro Lawn Mower dr
trimmer mower 3. Please let us know of any questions or problems you may have. We don't
want you to get injured, so please take a few moments to read the following guidelines for
safely operating your new machine. Never leave the engine running when refueling, changing
cords or checking, cleaning or working on the machine. Keep at least 50 feet clear of
bystanders, and always turn the machine off when someone approaches to avoid causing injury
from thrown objects. II Dress Appropriately Take one of the two stone guard clamps and
position it around the axle Figure 4. Install the second clamp midway along the opposite side of
the axle in the same way. Turn the open ends of the clamps upward. Page 11 3. Bring the upper
handlebar section up and over the front end of the machine. Let it rest there. Step 5: Install the
Handlebars A Lower Handlebar Note: There are 2 U-bolts, 4 washers, and 4 lock nuts in your
parts bag that will be needed for the lower handlebar Page 12 5. Make sure the control cables
are over the lower handlebar. Mount the upper handlebar with the bolt going through the bottom
hole. The cup in the outside adjuster should fit snuggly against the upper handlebar Figure 9.
Add the knob and tighten. Page 13 To prevent the battery from discharging during shipment, all
electric-starting trimmers are shipped with one or both battery wires disconnected. See the red
wires for comparison. Page 14 Important! Please refer to your engine manufacturer's owner's
manual for more detailed oil information. On the PRO model: Prime the engine. Make sure you
completely cover the air hole. Push the black primer bulb Figure 17 for Page Stopping The
Engine 2. Push the black primer bulb Figure 17 for three seconds and completely release it,
letting it pop back to its original position. Repeat three to four times. The Commercial model
does not have a primer. Page Cutting Cords 4. Grip the sides of the handlebar, pulling up with
one hand and pushing down with the other, swinging the front of the trimmer to the left or right.
Page 20 Cord Installation The standard cord installation method is shown in Figures This is how

your trimmer is shipped from the factory. Insert the ends of the cords into the openings in the
line plate, as shown in Figures 23 and There are different sized arrows at the insertion points to
indicate what size cords fit the holes. Because conditions and vegetation vary so much,
experiment with the different cord weights in order to discover what works best for your
particular mowing and trimming situations. Simply install the cutting cords at the line plate that
gives you the desired height. Page Obstacles There are two ways to adjust the height of the
handlebar: 1. Loosen both of the adjustment knobs Figure 29 and move the handlebar up or
down as needed. It's important that the adjustment is the same on both sides. Use the notches
on the adjusters to measure how many teeth you've moved away from the center. Be sure to
keep the uncut material to your left, maintaining a clear discharge area to your right Figure If the
machine can't do it all in one pass, overlap half of the cutting swath. The machine ejects cut
material to its right, so you can use it like a lawn broom to make windrows for easy clean-up.
Page Battery Care Electric-Starting Models Only Note: Using the recoil starter and then running
the engine will not recharge a dead or significantly discharged battery. To Connect a Battery
Charger 1. A fully charged battery should read 12 volts under load. Manually start the engine
and then put a volt tester on the battery. If you need to charge the battery, follow the directions
above. Before performing any maintenance procedure, the engine should be stopped and the
spark plug wire disconnected. Caution: Improper installation may cause damage to the
bearings. Please follow these directions carefully. Reassemble the components in the order
shown in Figure As part of your regular maintenance routine, follow the steps below to keep the
bearing housing assembly free of debris. Detach the brake arm Figure Pull the belt off the
pulley. Remove the spring or release the break from the bearing housing Figure Turn the
Mow-Ball Support assembly by hand. It should turn freely, without resistance. Page 32 3. Detach
the brake arm from the brake assembly Figure Remove the brake assembly and spring from the
bearing housing Figure To remove the pulley, unscrew the set screw from the pulley Figure 43
with an Allen wrench. Remove the bearing housing assembly see page Page To Adjust The Belt
Tension Through The Trimmer Control Cable To Adjust the Belt Tension throug
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h the Trimmer Control Cable If the trimmer head stops spinning when the bail bar is engaged
and the machine is operating under a heavy load, the belt may be too loose and the trimmer
control cable may need to be adjusted to put more tension on it. Push the Engine won't start
manually primer bulb 3 to 5 times, releasing completely each time. Clean them following the
instructions in the engine manufacturer's owner's manual. Page 38 control lever. Drop the
bearing housing according to the procedure in the maintenance section of this manual and
check the pad for wear. Also make sure the spring is not broken, missing or stretched. Try
approaching them slowly, and from different directions, to avoid unnecessary Page Parts List
Extension Spring, 2" x. Be careful not to spill gas on the engine shield. This manual is also
suitable for: Commercial. Print page 1 Print document 48 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

